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ABSTRACT"
Navigation"can"prove"a"real"challenge"for"a"person"
suffering" from" dementia," even" in" well" known"
environments." In" order" to" relieve" some" of" this"
burden," companies" around" the" world" are"
developing"assistive"technologies."However,"getting"
accustomed" to" such" technologies" could" still" be"
challenging" since" people" with" dementia" often"
perceive" new" technologies" as" difficult" to" use."
Among" the" new" technologies" though," Augmented"
Reality"(AR)"technology"has"been"reported"as"both"
intuitive" and" easily" adopted." Therefore," this" study"
aims" to" investigate" how" this" particular" technology"
could" be" implemented," i.e." how" the" AR" interface"
could" be" designed," in" a" mobile" navigation"
application" so" people" with" mild" dementia" can" use"
the"application"without"assistance."

This" qualitative" study" is" based" on" a" pilot" study"
followed" by" two" usability" tests," where" people"
diagnosed" with" mild" dementia" tested" a" mobile"
navigation" application" and" a" navigation" mockup,"
both" implementing" augmented" reality" technology"
but" with" two" different" interface" designs:" i)" one"
included"an"animated"figure"and"ii)"one"used"arrows"
with" a" filter" that" could" be" turned" on" or" off." Five"
persons" participated" in" each" usability" test." The"
collected" interview" and" observational" data" was"
analyzed" using" a" phenomenological" hermeneutical"
method." Overall" the" participants" found" the"
suggested" AR" technology" to" be" usable" while"
navigating." The" results" also" showed" that" the"
respondents"were"rather"neutral"to"which"of"the"two"
AR" interfaces" were" used." The" majority" expressed"
that" it" was" easier" to" navigate" with" the" navigation"
mockup" when" the" filter" was" off." Finally," the" study"
presents" five" design" implication" suggestions" to" be"
considered" while" developing" this" type" of" assistive"
technologies"for"people"with"mild"dementia."The"AR"
interface"should:"

1." use"an"unfiltered"camera"view,"
"

2." be"intuitive,""
"

3." be"adapted"to"outdoor"conditions,"
"

4." not"prevent"the"user"from"focusing"on"the"
surrounding"environment,"
"

5." be"precise"and"trustworthy."
!
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1.!!!!INTRODUCTION!
The"current"world"population"is"ageing"and"statistics"
shows" that" an" ageing" population" will" contribute" to"
the" total" number" of" People"With" Dementia" (PWD)"
worldwide" [1]." About" 50" million" people" are"
diagnosed"with"dementia" today"and"until"2050" that"
number" is" expected" to" almost" double" [1]." This"will"
have"a"heavy"impact"on"society"in"both"a"social"and"
economical" way." In" order" to" relieve" some" of" this"
burden," companies" around" the" world" are"
developing"Assistive"Technologies" (ATs)" that" have"
the"potential"to"help"PWD"to"live"independently"and"
therefore" lead" better" lives" [1]." It" has" also" been"
shown"that"family"members"of"PWD"still"prefer"that"
their"relatives"stay"with"them"at"home"rather"than"at"
some"aged"care" facility."The"use"of"ATs" " could"be"
one" way" to" prolong" the" stay" of" PWD" at" their" own"
homes" [1]." Still," older" adults" often" struggle" with"
learning"how"to"use"new"technology"[5].""

In" the" development" process" of" new" ATs" it" is"
important" to" know" the" point" of" view" of" PWD"
regarding" the"usability," since" it" is" strongly"believed"
that"technology"success"depends"heavily"on"its"end"
users" perspective" [1]." Previous" research" findings"
also" suggest" that" people" with" mild" forms" of"
dementia"are"able"to"provide"important"feedback"in"
the"design"process"[4]."Therefore,"People"With"Mild"
Dementia"(PWMD)"was"chosen"as"particular" target"
group"for"this"study."

1.1!Dementia!
Dementia" is" a" progressive" disorder" which" often"
causes" gradual" weakening" of" the" memory" [2][3]."
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How" fast"dementia"develops"differs" from"person" to"
person." For" some" it" develops" rapidly," whereas" for"
others"it"may"take"years"to"go"from"the"initial"to"the"
advanced" stage." During" the" mild" and" moderate"
stages" of" the" disease" people" still" may" perform"
some" functions" independently," but" begin" to" show"
activity"engagement"problems"with"a"tendency"to"be"
gradually" more" passive" and" inaccurate" [2]."
Common" symptoms"are" “getting" lost”" and" difficulty"
in" independent" travel" [1]." Having" trouble" with"
navigation" and" getting" lost" in" the" community" is" a"
cause" of" much" anxiety" for" PWD" [3]." Moreover,"
search" and" rescue" for" the" person" who" has" gotten"
lost" can" be" a" traumatic" experience" for" both" the"
person"and" the" carer."Getting" lost" can"also"be" the"
trigger" for" a" person" with" dementia’s" move" from"
home" to" an" aged" care" facility," due" to" increasing"
concerns"by"carers"and"health"professionals"about"
the"person"with"dementia’s"safety"[3].!

An"active"lifestyle"has"a"positive"impact"by"fostering"
the" practice" of" perceptual" and" communication"
functions." It" can"also"have"a" positive" effect" on" the"
social" life," i.e." by" improving" the" participants’" social"
status" and" relationship" with" families" and" staff," as"
well" as" the" physical" health" [2]." Since" it" has" been"
shown" that" an" active" lifestyle" can" have" a" positive"
impact" in" terms" of" cognitive" stimulation," it" would"
have"a"negative"impact"in"a"person"with"dementia’s"
life" if" they" get" more" passive" due" to" anxiety" over"
getting"lost"[2][3]."

1.2!Augmented!Reality!technology"
Augmented" Reality" (AR)" is" a" technology" that"
expands"our"physical"world"by"implementing"layers"
of" digital" information" to" it," like" threecdimensional"
animations." Technology" for" Mobile" Augmented"
Reality" (MAR)" has" developed" rapidly" the" past" few"
years" and" has" attracted" considerable" research"
attention" [6]." Among" the" various"MAR"applications"
available," AR" browsers" have" the" potential" to"
provide" assistance" with" our" daily" activities," like"
navigation."An"AR"browser" is"an"AR"application"on"
a" smart" device" such" as" a" smartphone" that"
augments"the"physical"environment"with"geolocated"
multimedia" content" using" devices" equipped" with"
camera,"GPS"and"compass"sensors."Due"to"issues"
such" as" sensor" precision," environmental" factors"
and" human" cognition" the" technology" has" not" yet"
acquired"widespread"acceptance"[6].!

An" earlier" research" study" [5]" suggests" that" elderly"
people"often"perceive" technology"as"difficult" to"use"
and" too" complex" to" learn." It" is" explicit" that"
learnability" and" ease" of" use" are" important" factors"
for"how"elderly"perceive" technology"and"eventually"
adopt" it." The" authors" pinpoint" the" potential" of" AR"
technology"as"a"possible"aid"tool"for"older"adults"to"

manage"everyday" tasks," such"as"navigation," since"
they" found" older" adults" preferring" the" AR"
technology" over" noncAR." The" study’s" results" also"
indicate" that" AR" technology" is" both" intuitive" and"
easily"adopted." "

1.3!!!!Aim!and!research!question!
The"aim"of"this"study"is"to"contribute"with"a"number"
of"suggestions"about"how"an"AR"interface"could"be"
designed" in"a"mobile"navigation"application,"where"
we" target"companies" that"develop" this" type"of"ATs"
for"PWD."Such"ATs"have"the"potential"to"help"PWD"
to"live"independently"and"prolong"the"time"they"can"
live"at" their" homes,"which"both" could"help" them" to"
lead" better" lives" and" save" society" a" substantial"
amount" of" money" c" money" that" instead" could" be"
reinvested" in" more" research" to" help" persons"
suffering" from" dementia." Since" the" results" of" an"
earlier" research" study" [5]" pinpoint" that" AR"
technology" is" intuitive" and" that" older" adults" prefer"
the"AR" technology"over"noncAR," it" is" interesting" to"
investigate"how" this"particular" technology" could"be"
used" to" simplify"a"mobile"navigation"application"so"
that"the"target"group"of"this"study,"PWMD,"can"use"
it"without"assistance."
""
Hence," the" research" question" this" study" aims" to"
answer"is:"

How$could$an$AR$interface$be$designed$in$a$mobile$
navigation$application$so$PWMD$can$use$ it$without$
assistance?$

2.!!!!METHOD!
This" qualitative" study" is" based" on" a" pilot" study"
followed"by"two"usability"tests,"where"PWMD"tested"
a" developed" MAR" navigation" application" and" a"
navigation" mockup." Both" the" application" and" the"
mockup" use" the" smartphone" camera" to" overlay"
virtual"information"on"top"of"it,"but"has"two"different"
interface" designs." The"MAR" navigation" application"
visualizes"a"moving"animated"figure,"which"you"are"
simply" supposed" to" follow."The"navigation"mockup"
implements"arrows" that"are"perceived" to" lie"on" the"
ground"pointing"at"the"direction"of"the"destination."It"
also"has"a"filter"which"decreases"the"saturation"and"
the"sharpness"of"the"camera"view"to"draw"attention"
to" the" arrows," and" in" this" way" reduces" disturbing"
information." The" filter" effect" can" be" turned" on" and"
off"so"that"the"respondents"can"try"both"options."By"
collecting"data"through"observations"and"interviews"
during" the" two"tests,"we"could" then"compare" these"
different" designs" and" analyze"what" is" important" to"
have" in" mind" when" creating" such" a" technical"
assistance" for" PWMD." The" observation" and"
interview"questions"can"be"found"in"the"appendix."
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2.1!!!!Test!environment!and!participants!
Our" study" was" conducted" in" a" close" collaboration"
with" the" Dementia" Association" in" Sweden1." Nine"
people"with"mild"dementia"showed"their"willingness"
to" take" part" in" the" pilot" study." We" wanted" to"
understand"the"technical"knowledge"for"as"many"of"
the" participants" as" possible," and" therefore" we"
conducted" the" pilot" study" with" all" the" volunteers."
The"number"of"participants"was" then"reduced" from"
nine"to"five"for"the"two"usability"tests."This,"to"fit"the"
time" schedule" better," since" we" noticed" that" more"
time" was" needed" to" not" add" any" stress" to" the"
performance"of"the"tests"and"the"interview"situation."
In" the" animated" guidance" test," one" man" and" four"
women" participated," and" in" the" 3D" layer" test" the"
distribution" was" two" men" and" three" women." The"
participants’" age" varied" from" 55" to" 70" years"
(average"age"64,"SD"5).!

To"make" it"as"easy"and"convenient"as"possible" for"
the" participants," the" Dementia" Association" was"
chosen"as"the"test"location,"an"environment"that"our"
participants" visit" every" to" every" other" week." The"
pilot"study"and"the"3D"layer"test"took"place"indoors"
in" a" narrowly" furnished" corridor." The" animated"
guidance" test"was" performed" outdoors" in" the" area"
around" the" organization." This" is" an" environment"
where" our" participants" have" passed" many" times,"
but" none" of" them" knew" the" area" very" well." The"
animated"guidance"test"was"not"possible"to"perform"
inside"as"the"MAR"navigation"application"uses"GPS"
which"only"works"outdoors."The"pilot"study"and"the"
3D" layer" test" could"be"performed"either" indoors"or"
outdoors" as" the" navigation" mockup" technically"
works" equally" good" in" both" environments." It" was"
winter" and"slippery"outside"by" the" time"of" the"pilot"
study,"and"all"participants"needed"to"put"on"a"lot"of"
clothes" to" go" outside." It" was" therefore" more" safe"
and" time" efficient" to" perform" the" test" inside." Since"
the"pilot"study"used"the"same"navigation"mockup"as"
the"3D"layer"test,"but"with"an"added"filter,"we"chose"
to"perform"this"test"inside"as"well."

2.2!!!!Usability!tests!

!!2.2.1!Pilot!study:!AR!arrows!

The" pilot" study" included" testing" a" navigation"
mockup" that" uses" a" smartphone" camera" and"
overlays" it" with" virtual" arrows." The" finished"
application" is" supposed" to" deploy" the" arrows"
automatically" when" entering" a" destination." Since"
this" mockup" not" yet" has" the" GPS" function" for"
navigation,"we"placed"out" the"arrows"manually."By"
holding"the"smartphone"with"the"mockup"running"on"
it," starting" in" one" end" of" the" corridor" and" pressing"

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" """"""""
1"http://www.demensforbundet.se 

on"the"screen"while"walking"down"to"the"other"end,"
these" arrows" were" attached" to" the" floor" area" we"
pressed" on" the" screen." From" standing" in" the"
beginning" of" the" corridor," the" smartphone" would"
then"display"all" the"arrows"as" if" they"were" lying"on"
the"floor,"pointing"down"to"the"other"end,"see"Figure$
1.""

The" aim" of" the" pilot" study"was" to" get" to" know" the"
participants" better" c" mainly" their" technological"
knowledge"c"and"to"inspect" if" the"setup"of"the"tests"
were" satisfactory," e.g." time" estimation" and" test"
environment." Additionally," the" functionality" of" the"
mockup"and" the"participants’" reactions" to" it"was"of"
interest" for" further" improvements." Thereafter" the"
tests" could" be" better" adapted" to" their" personal"
capability" and" thus," are" likely" to" reflect" a" more"
accurate"result."

"

Figure$1:$The$user’s$view$while$performing$the$pilot$
study.""

!!2.2.2!Animated!guidance!

In" the" first" test," we" tested" an" iOS" 11" application"
downloaded" from" the" App" Store" called"
“Hotstepper”2." The" “Hotstepper”" is" a" humoristic"
animated"figure"which"exposes" itself" in" the"camera"
view"and" the"user" is"supposed" to" follow"him"to" the"
inscribed" destination," see$ Figure$ 2."We" performed"
the" test" in" small" groups" with" two" and" three"
participants"at"a"time,"plus"one"of"the"workers"at"the"
Dementia" Association." After" we" had" entered" an"
address" nearby," one" participant" at" a" time" was"
equipped" with" the" smartphone" to" independently"
navigate"with"it."

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" """"""""
2"https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/hotstepper/id1287586495?mt=8 
"
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"

Figure$2:$Screenshot$from$navigating$with$the$
Hotstepper$application.""

!!2.2.3!3D!layer!

The" result" of" the" pilot" study" showed" that" a" large"
information" flow" is" stressful" for" PWMD." Therefore,"
the" second" test" focused" on" testing" the" effects" of"
using"a"3D"layer"where"superfluous"information"was"
reduced" in" the" camera" view." This" was" done" by"
damping" the" colors" and" blurring" the" camera" view"
around" the" arrows," see" Figure$ 3." When" the" filter"
was" off," the" display" looked" exactly" the" same" as" it"
did" in" the" pilot" study," see"Figure$ 4." As" in" the" pilot"
study"we"placed"out" the"arrows"manually"and" then"
let" each" participant" navigate" with" the" application"
independently.""

""

Figure$3:$Screenshot$from$when$the$filter$was$on.$$

" "

Figure$4:$Screenshot$from$when$the$filter$was$off.$

2.3!Data!collection!
Our" study" combined" two" common" methods" for"
empirical" studies"which" involve" PWD" [1][8]." These"
methods" are" observations" and" interviews." Earlier"
similar" studies" have" shown" that" combining"
observations" and" interviews" can" contribute" to"
produce" more" comprehensive" data" [8]." From" the"
pilot" study" we" have" learnt" that" observations" are" a"
good" way" to" understand" our" target" group’s"
struggles"and"therefore"also"their"needs.!

!!2.3.1!Observations!

In"the"first"part"of"all"the"tests"we"observed"the"
users"while"they"were"navigating"independently"with"
the"applications."We"had"prepared"5"respectively"6"
annotations,"in"terms"of"questions"for"us"to"answer,"
for"the"animated"guidance"test"and"the"3D"layer"
test."This,"so"that"we"knew"beforehand"what"to"
focus"on"during"the"observation"part."What"we"
looked"at"was"mainly"how"they"handled"the"
smartphone"and"how"well"they"could"navigate"with"
the"application"without"losing"focus"on"their"
surrounding"environment."This,"since"it"could"cause"
real"danger,"such"as"falling"over"furniture"in"the"
corridor"or"walking"into"the"street"without"minding"
the"traffic."Lastly,"we"looked"at"if"they"managed"to"
successfully"fulfill"the"given"task,"i.e."to"
independently"navigate"with"the"MAR"navigation"
application"or"the"navigation"mockup"from"one"point"
to"another."

!!2.3.2!Interviews!

As" a" followcup" to" the" observations," we" conducted"
semicstructured"interviews."Each"interview"was"held"
after" the" respondent’s" performance." In" a" semic
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structured" interview," the" interviewer" sets" up" a"
general"structure"by"deciding"in"advance"the"ground"
to"be"covered"and" the"main"questions" to"be"asked$
[7]." It" is" a" valuable" way" to" let" the" interviewees"
express"their"opinions"and"share"their"point"of"view."
The" method" also" enables" a" flexible" way" of"
collecting"data,"which" fits" this"small"scale" research"
well.""

As"PWD"often"struggle"with"concentration"for"longer"
periods" of" time" and" also" need" their" fair" share" of"
time" to" answer" the" questions," the" number" of"
questions"was"kept" limited"and" the"structure"of" the"
interview"template"was"made"simple"to"not"add"any"
stress" to" the" interview" situation" [1]."We" formulated"
10"questions"where"our"goal"was"to"design"them"so"
that" the" answers" would" be" a" good" complement" to"
the" observations." For" example," as" one" of" the"
observation"tasks"was"to"see"how"they"handled"the"
phone" we" also" wanted" to" understand" their"
experience"of"it"by"discussing"it"with"them,"to"see"if"
there"might"be"some"differences"between"what"we"
could" observe" and" what" they" then" would" actually"
tell" us" in" the" interviews."Each" interview" took"about"
10c20"minutes"to"complete."

2.4!Data!analysis!
To" structure" and" further" analyze" the" data" we"
adopted" the" phenomenological" hermeneutical"
analyzing" method" which" was" used" in" one" of" the"
earlier" studies" within" the" same" field" [8]." This"
analysis" method" consists" of" three" methodological"
steps"[8]."!

The" first" step" is" called" naive$ reading," where" we"
read" the" notes" several" times" to" grasp" the" overall"
meaning"of"the"answers."We"then"wrote"a"summary"
for" each" respondent" and" also" compared" and"
summarized" all" respondents" answer" to" each"
question.""

For"the"next"step,"the$structural$analysis,"we"tried"to"
identify" “meaning" units”," i.e." groups" of" statements"
that" convey" the" same" meaning," from" the"
summaries." Apart" from" the" previous" study," we" did"
not" have" the" opportunity" to" record" the" interviews."
Instead"we" took" notes,"where"we"had" to" distribute"
what" was" relevant" for" the" questions" already" while"
writing" down" the" answers." This" resulted" in" us"
having"a"more" limited"amount"of"data"and"different"
prerequisites"compared"to" the"previous"study"while"
reviewing" the" collected" data" and" identifying" the"
meaning"units."""

The" third" step" in" the" process" of" analysis" is"
comprehensive$ understanding." For" this" step" the"
“meaning" units”" were" further" investigated" and"

developed,"by"comparing" the"data" to" the" results"of"
earlier"studies."

3.!!!!RESULTS!
The" findings" from" the" two" usability" tests" overall"
show" that" the" participants" found" the" suggested"
augmented" reality" technology" to" be" usable" while"
navigating."The"results"also"show"that"a"majority"of"
the"respondents"were"indifferent"to"which"of"the"two"
interface" designs" were" used," i.e." the" one" which"
included" an" animated" figure" or" the" one" that" used"
arrows" with" a" filter" that" could" be" turned" on" or" off."
None" of" the" respondents" noticed" the" filter" used" in"
the" navigation" mockup," but" four" out" of" five"
expressed" it"was"easier" to"navigate"when" the" filter"
was"off.""

The"result"session"is"divided"into"three"subsections."
First," presented" are" the" findings" from" our" pilot"
study." This" is" then" followed" by" the" presentation" of"
the" findings" from" the" animated" guidance" test" and"
the"3D"layer"test.""

3.1!Findings!from!the!pilot!study!

!!3.1.1!The!participants’!experiences!"

The" general" response" from" the" pilot" study" was"
positive."One"out"of"nine"participants"had"problems"
with" holding" the" smartphone" correctly" and" could"
therefore" not" accomplish" the" task." The" rest" of" the"
participants"managed" to" successfully" complete" the"
task" they" were" given," i.e.," to" navigate" with" the"
mockup"from"one"point"to"another"in"the"corridor"at"
the"Dementia"Association"office.""

Four"participants"(1,"2,"6,"7)"expressed"the"mockup"
worked" very" well" and" that" it" was" clear" how" they"
should"handle"it."One"participant"(1)"expressed"that"
it" was" “very$ good$ and$ clear$ with$ arrows,$ but$ they$
might$ be$ even$ easier$ to$ see$ if$ they$ were$ red”."
Another" (2)" mentioned" that" “Well,$ this$ works$ out$
very$well!$It$was$good$that$it$was$so$obvious$where$
to$ go!”." Three" participants" (3," 4," 8)" stated" the"
mockup" was" “messy”" and" that" it" sometimes" was"
difficult" to"distinguish"the"arrows,"even"though"they"
expressed" that" the" task" itself" was" not" difficult" to"
perform."One"participant"(3)"pinpointed"that"“It’s$too$
many$things$in$the$way”"but"when"asked"how"it"was"
to"use"the"application"the"answer"was"“It$was$easy$
to$ understand$ how$ to$ use$ it$ correctly”." When" the"
participants" said" something" about" “messy”" and"
“can’t$ see$ the$ arrows$ clearly”" it" was" mainly" when"
they"were" close" to" the" furniture" and" the" patterned"
carpet" in" the" corridor." These" obstacles" made" it"
more"difficult"to"distinguish"the"arrows.""
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One"participant"mentioned"that"he/she"prefers"
Google"maps"over"the"navigation"mockup,"which"is"
the"navigation"application"he/she"normally"uses"in"
his/her"daily"life"when"he/she"needs"help"to"
navigate."This,"because"it"enables"the"user"to"plan"
the"route"ahead"and"thus,"do"not"have"to"constantly"
focus"on"the"smartphone"screen"while"navigating."

!!3.1.2!Improvement!of!the!tests"

The" results"of" the"pilot" study"confirmed" the" results"
of"one"of"the"previous"studies,"that"PWD"need"extra"
time" to" perform" these" kind" of" tasks" [1]." Since" we"
only"had" two"hours" c" in"which" the"participants"also"
expected" a" coffee" break" c" we" decided" to" conduct"
both" tests" (Animated" guidance" and" 3D" layer)" with"
five"participants"each"instead"of"nine."

Furthermore,"we"aimed"to"keep"their"environment"in"
which"they"feel"comfortable."To"achieve"this,"during"
the" study's" preparation" phase," we" adapted" the"
design"of"the"tests"so"there"was"room"for"the"kind"of"
small"talk"they"are"used"to"during"their"meetings.""

In" the" pilot" study" we" also" noticed" that" some"
questions" were" replied" with" long" answers" that"
sometimes" left" the" subject," which" was" time"
consuming." Hence" we" decided" to" keep" the"
interviews" more" focused" and" having" fewer" and"
more"direct"questions"in"the"upcoming"tests."

One" of" the" pilot" study’s" most" significant" finding"
indicated" that" three" participants" reacted" negatively"
to"when"there"was"a"lot"of"information"presented"on"
the"display,"i.e."not"only"the"floor"and"the"arrows."In"
this"case,"they"found,"for"example,"the"furniture"and"
the"red"patterned"carpet"very"distracting,"see"Figure$
5.""

"

Figure$5:$The$users$view$nearby$the$furniture$and$
the$red$patterned$carpet.$$

Adding" to" that," the" small" display" in" their" hand"
simultaneously" reiterated" what" they" at" the" same"
time" saw" in" reality," which" in" a" way" increased" the"
information"flow."These"negative"reactions"made"us"
think" that! a" large" information" flow" is" stressful" for"
PWD." To" reduce" the" potential" stress" among"PWD"
while" using" the" application," we" came" up" with" the"
idea" to" add" a" filter" to" the" mockup" to" reduce"
superfluous"information."We"did"this"by"damping"the"
colors" and" blurring" the" camera" view" around" the"
arrows," which" then" was" formed" into" one" of" our"
tests."

3.2!Findings!from!the!animated!
guidance!test"
!!3.2.1!Animated!figure"

All" the" respondents" reacted" to" the" appearance" of"
the" figure."The"respondents’"comments" include" the"
following" quotes:" “Why$ is$ he$ wearing$ almost$ no$
clothes?”"and"“Brr,$he$must$be$freezing$now$when$it$
is$ so$ cold$ outside”" and" “What$ is$ he$ doing$ now,$
dancing$in$the$middle$of$the$street?$Haha!”."

Respondent" 2" expressed" the" animated" figure" “felt$
messy$ and$ not$ so$ serious”" and" that" it" would" be"
better"if"it"looked"“more$like$a$normal$calm$person”."
In"opposite,"respondent"4"expressed"that"the"figure"
was"“easy$to$follow”."
Two"respondents"(1,"2)"expressed"they"liked"the"AR"
arrows" from" the"pilot" study"better" compared" to" the"
animated" figure." Due" to" that" the" respondents"
participating"differed"between" the" test"and" the"pilot"
study,"we"had"to"show"some"of"them"the"AR"arrows"
from" the" mockup" quickly" before" they" tested" the"
application" with" the" animated" figure." The" other"
three"respondents"liked"both"alternatives."

!!3.2.2!Difficulties!with!keeping!focus!on!the!
surroundings""

The"participants"had"some"difficulties"with" focusing"
on" the" surroundings" at" the" same" time" as" focusing"
on"navigating"with" the"application."This"was"shown"
in" the" field" notes" from" the" observations" and" also"
mentioned" by" two" respondents" during" the"
interviews." One" respondent" (3)" stated" “It$ was$
difficult$ to$ see$ where$ to$ put$ your$ feet,$ but$ it$ was$
easy$ to$ see$ where$ the$ figure$ was”." Another"
respondent" (1)"expressed" “It$can$be$difficult$ to$see$
where$to$put$your$feet$if$watching$the$screen$all$the$
time”." The" same" respondent" also" mentioned" that"
the" animated" figure" was" distracting," whilst"
respondent" (5)" stated" “It$ was$ good$ that$ the$ figure$
was$seeking$my$attention”."
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!!3.2.3!The!application’s!intuitiveness!

Two" respondents" (1," 4)" pinpointed" the" application"
would" be" of" better" use" when" you" know" how" to"
handle" it."When"Respondent"1"was"asked"whether"
he/she" could" consider" himself/herself" using" this"
application" in" everyday" life" the" answer" was" “Yes,$
but$ I$ need$ to$ practice$ to$ use$ this$ kind$ of$
application”."

!!3.2.4!Outdoor!conditions"

Three" of" the" respondents" (1," 2," 4)" commented" on"
two" outdoor" conditions" that" may" cause" certain"
difficulties" to" the" user." Respondents" 2" and" 4"
reflected"whether" the" application"would"work" even"
in" darkness," where" respondent" 4" especially"
expressed" that" “it$ would$ be$ great$ if$ it$ worked$ in$
darkness$ as$ well,$ since$ I$ think$ it$ is$ problematic$ to$
find$ the$ way$ when$ it$ is$ dark”." Respondent" 1"
expressed"that" the" fingers"got"cold"during" the"walk"
outside.""

3.3!Findings!from!the!3D!layer!test"

!!3.3.1!Reactions!to!the!filter!

All" the" respondents" managed" to" successfully"
complete" the" task" both" with" and" without" the" filter."
None"of"them"took"any"notice"about"the"added"filter."
Four"out"of" five" respondents"expressed" that" it"was"
easier" the" second" time," which" was" when" the" 3D"
filter" was" not" used." Three" out" of" five" participants"
explained" that" the" reason" to"why" it" felt" easier"was"
because" of" their" already" gained" experience," since"
they" had" ‘walked" through" the" corridor’" earlier," and"
that" it" had" nothing" to" do" with" the" filtering." For"
example," Respondent" 3" stressed" that" “I$ came$ up$
with$ the$ conclusion$ that$ you$were$ supposed$ to$ do$
the$ same$ thing$ as$ the$ first$ time,$ which$ made$ it$
easier$the$second$time”.$

!!3.3.2! Difficulties! with! keeping! focus! on! the!
surroundings"

Just" as" in" the" animated" guidance" test," the"
participants" expressed" the" difficulty" of" focusing" on"
the" surroundings" at" the" same" time" as" focusing" on"
navigating" with" the" application." Respondent" 4"
stated" that" “It$ was$ hard$ to$ walk$ with$ it$ without$
tripping”" and" Respondent" 2" expressed" that" “What$
worked$badly$was$ that$ it$was$hard$ focusing$on$ the$
environment$ when$ you$ were$ trying$ to$ follow$ the$
arrows.$I$think$it$could$be$perceived$as$confusing$if$
you$were$using$it$in$your$daily$activities,$for$example$
while$ walking$ out$ in$ the$ streets”." This" was"
something" that" also" was" noted" during" the"
observations." " Respondent" 4" was" almost" about" to"
fall"when"walking"through"the"corridor"and"we"heard"

a" thud" when" respondent" 1" was" about" to" pass" a"
printer." Respondent" 2" stopped" for" a" while" when"
reaching" the" armchair" placed" in" the" middle" of" the"
corridor." It" seemed" as" if" the" respondent" found" it"
difficult" to" follow" the" arrows" when" there" were"
furniture"creating"obstacles"in"the"corridor."""

!!3.3.3!The!application’s!intuitiveness!

Three" respondents" expressed" doubt" that" they"
would" use" the" application." Respondent" 5" stated:"
“Yes$I$would$use$it,$but$I$would$need$to$learn$how$to$
use$it$first”,"and"added"“you$never$know$when$your$
head$stops$working”."Respondent"1"mentioned"that"
it" was" difficult" to" walk" with" the" application" and"
therefore" needed" practice" before" independent"
usage" of" it." The" same" respondent" also" expressed"
“It$ was$ hard$ to$ walk$ straight,$ much$ harder$ than$ I$
thought$ it$would$be”," and" that" it"was"embarrassing"
to"walk"through"the"corridor"with"the"phone."

4.!!!!DISCUSSION!
The"present"study"investigated"how"an"AR"interface"
could" be"designed" in" an"AR"navigation"application"
so" that" PWMD" can" use" it" without" assistance." The"
results" overall" show" that" a" majority" of" the"
respondents" experienced" the"AR" technology" to" be"
usable"while"navigating."They"were"rather"neutral"to"
which"of" the"two"AR"interfaces"were"used," " i.e." the"
one"which" included" an" animated" figure" or" the" one"
with"the"arrows."The"majority"expressed"that"it"was"
easier"to"navigate"with"the"navigation"mockup"when"
the" filter"was"off."These" findings"should"be"viewed"
in" light" of" the" fact" that" a" convenience" sample"was"
used" and" that" the" environment" used" for" the" tests"
was"selected" to"be"as"comfortable" to"participate" in"
as"possible."The"choice"of"method"could"also"have"
affected" the" validity" of" the" findings," which" will" be"
further" discussed" in" section" 4.1." In" section" 4.2" the"
“meaning"units”" found"during" the"data"analysis"are"
discussed,"which"resulted"in"five"Design$Implication$
Suggestions$(DIS)."

4.1!Method!discussion!
It" is"possible" that"we,"while" taking"notes"during"the"
tests,"may"have"misinterpreted"and"failed"to"include"
important"parts"of"the"response."This"due"to"that"we"
could"not"note"all"the"small"talk"in"between"the"parts"
of" the"answers"we" found" relevant" for" the"question."
Future" studies" should" therefore" consider" recording"
the"interviews"to"gain"a"more"accurate"and"incdepth"
view"of"the"participant’s"experiences.!

The" concern" to" be" too" demanding" during" the"
performances" of" the" tests," since"we"were" the" one"
coming"to"them"asking"for"a"favor"and"not"the"other"
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way" around," might" have" affected" how" the" result"
came" out." This," since" we" avoided" pushing" the"
follow" up" questions" as" we" thought" they" might"
experience"them"as"uncomfortable.$

Our" study" is" a" small" scale" research" with" a" small"
number"of"participant’s"and"therefore,"the"amount"of"
data" collected" c" in" term" of" notes" from" the"
observations" and" answers" from" the" interviews" c"
from"each"test"is"limited."The"perspectives"from"this"
sample"may"not"be"representative"of"all" individuals"
who"suffer" from"mild"dementia."Further" research" is"
therefore"required"to"determine"the"validity"of"these"
findings.""

During" the" animated" guidance" test" a" technical"
problem"emerged"where" the" figure"stopped"on" the"
spot"and" just" ‘danced’"which" left" the"user"unaware"
of"which"direction"to"walk."It"also"happened"that"the"
figure"started" ‘walking’"more"and"more"off" the"road"
and"ended"up" inside" the"buildings"by" the"sidewalk."
This"led"to"confusion"among"the"users,"which"could"
have"affected"the"results."

We"had"technical"issues"during"the"3D"layer"test"as"
well."The"respondents"could"by"accident"add"arrows"
if" they"happened"to"touch"the"screen"on"the"phone"
during" the" task." The" arrows" could" also" suddenly"
disappear" if" the" respondent"accidently"covered" the"
camera"lens"on"the"back"of"the"phone,"and"in"some"
of" the" performances" of" the" test" we" had" problems"
with" the"arrows" suddenly"moving"a" bit" to" the" side."
All" of" these" situations" led" to" a" restart" where" the"
arrows"had"to"be"placed"out"again,"which"took"away"
a"lot"of"time"from"the"test."

4.2!Design!implication!suggestions!
(DIS)!

DIS! 1:! The! interface! should! use! an! unfiltered!
camera!view!

The"results"from"the"3D"layer"test"showed"that"four"
out" of" five" respondents" expressed" that" the" second"
time" they" ‘walked" through" the"corridor’"was"easier."
This" can" indicate" that" the" PWMD" prefer" an"
unfiltered" camera" view" above" the" filtered" one." But"
one" should" take" into" account" that" the" respondents"
already"performed" the" test"once"and" therefore" this"
could" influence" the" results."One"way" to" investigate"
this" further" would" be" to" redo" the" same" test" but"
change" the" order" of" how" the" filter" was" used."
Unfortunately," time" restraints" prevented" us" from"
doing"this."

"
"

DIS!2:!The!interface!should!be!intuitive!

The"results"also"showed"that"two"respondents"from"
each" test" expressed" they" needed" practice" before"
independent" usage" of" the" application." In" the"
discussion" section" of" another" similar" study" within"
the" same" field" they" found" that" confidence" was"
partially" related" to" the"experience"of"mastering" the"
object," i.e." that" the" users" could" intuitively" use" the"
assistive" technology" without" requiring" a" lot" of"
training"[8]."They"also"mentioned"that"‘relying"on"the"
device’" was" a" central" juncture" in" the" acceptance"
process"when"people"with"Alzheimer’s"disease"in"its"
early"stage"became"users"of"assistive"technologies."
Even" though" the"AR" technology"has"been" testified"
to"be"both"intuitive"and"easily"adopted"[5],"there"still"
seems" to" be" more" work" left" to" do" to" match" our"
target"group’s"demand."If"not"worked"on,"according"
to" the" earlier" study," this" difficulty" of" adapting" the"
application" might" be" something" preventing" the"
respondents"from"using"it"in"the"future."

DIS! 3:! The! interface! should! be! adapted! to!
outdoor!conditions!

The" animated" guidance" test" was" performed"
outdoors"in"daylight."In"the"field"notes"it"can"be"read"
that" two" of" the" respondents" commented" on"
difficulties" that" may" appear" to" the" user" when" it" is"
dark" outside."Along"with" this," one" respondent" also"
expressed" the" difficulty" of" navigating" in" darkness"
and" that" this" kind" of" application" c" if" it" still" worked"
well"at"night"time"c" therefore"would"come"in"handy."
These" statements" together" stress" the" importance"
that" the" MAR" navigation" applications" is" well"
adapted" both" to" dark" and" light" outdoor" conditions."
Due" to" time" restraints"and" the"already" set" time" for"
the"meetings"at"the"Dementia"Association,"this"was"
nothing"we"could"look"further"into."Therefore"we"can"
only" speculate" about" how" this" problem" could" be"
solved." Just" as" in" the" problem" with" superfluous"
information,"one"possible"way"of"solving" this"might"
be" to" try" out" different" filters" that" works" well" in"
darkness.!

DIS!4:!The!interface!should!not!prevent!the!user!
from!focusing!on!the!environment!!

During" the" tests" we" noticed" that" most" of" the"
participants" struggled" with" keeping" focus" on" the"
surrounding" environment" while" navigating" with" the"
mobile" application." This" was" particularly" evident"
during" the"3D" layer" test,"when"several" participants"
actually" bumped" into" the" furniture" in" the" corridor."
Despite" the" annoyance" some" of" the" respondents"
felt" towards" the" figure" in" the" animated" guidance"
test," this" could" suggest" that" the" animated" figure" is"
better" suited" to" not" hug" all" the" attention" on" the"
screen."But"one"should"also"take"into"account"that"it"
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could"be"the"result"of"a"more"complex"environment"
to" navigate" within," as" the" 3D" layer" test" was"
conducted" indoors."With" complex" we" mean" in" the"
sense" that" the" corridor" was" far" more" narrow" with"
furniture" creating" obstacles" in" comparison"with" the"
street."The"outdoor"environment"also"facilitated"the"
possibility"to"plan"ahead"a"little"since"there"were"not"
as"many"twists"and"turns"to"take"into"account"when"
navigating."To"be"able"to"secure"the"result"the"tests"
should"be"redone,"both"in"the"same"environment."

DIS! 5:! The! interface! should! be! precise! and!
trustworthy!!

In" both" tests" almost" every" participant" reacted" to"
some" kind" of" technical" problem." In" the" pilot" study"
and"the"3D"layer"test,"the"arrows"sometimes"moved"
sideways"and"could"then"be"perceived"as"appearing"
on"top"of" the"furniture" in"the"corridor" instead"of" the"
floor."In"the"first"test"the"animated"figure"sometimes"
walked" off" the" sidewalk." For" example," the" figure"
could"be" seen" jumping"up"on"a"brick"wall,"walking"
into" a" garden" or" even" disappearing." This" kind" of"
issues"with" sensor" precision" is" one"of" the" reasons"
the" technology" has" not" yet" acquired" widespread"
acceptance" [6]." Not" only" can" this" type" of" problem"
mislead" the" user," but" also" make" the" user" distrust"
the" application." Since" reliability" is" one" of" the" key"
factors"impacting"on"the"successful"acceptance"and"
desire" to" purchase" this" kind" of" devices" [4]," this"
should" be" a" main" concern" when" developing" the"
application.$

5.!!!!CONCLUSION!
This"study"aimed"to"investigate"how"an"AR"interface"
could" be" designed" in" a" mobile" navigation"
application"so"people"with"mild"dementia"can"use"it"
without"assistance."Two"tests"were"performed,"one"
using" a" navigation" application" and" one" using" a"
navigation" mockup," both" implementing" AR"
technology"but"with" two"different" interface"designs."
Five"PWMD"participated"in"each"test"and"based"on"
their" performance," the" conclusion"of" this" study"are"
the" following" five" Design" Implication" Suggestions"
(DIS)."The"AR"interface"should:"

1." use"an"unfiltered"camera"view,"
"

2." be"intuitive,$
"

3." be"adapted"to"outdoor"conditions,"
"

4." not"prevent"the"user"from"focusing"on"the"
surrounding"environment,"
"

5." be"precise"and"trustworthy."
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Observation and Interview Questions 

 

 

The animated guidance experiment 

 

Observation 

 

1. How is the person holding the phone? 

2. Is the person focusing more on the screen or the surrounding? 

3. Do the person have problems with focusing on the surrounding at the same time as 

navigating with the phone? 

4. Do the person manage to accomplish the task to navigate from position A to position 

B? 

5. What complications appears when the person attempts to navigate from position A to 

position B? 

 

Interview 

 

1. What was good/bad with the application? 

2. Was it easy to understand how to operate the application? 

3. What was easy/difficult with operating the application? 

4. How did it feel to walk holding up the phone in front of you? 

5. What did you think about following a moving figure? 

6. Would you rather follow another type of figure? 

7. Which application would you rather use, this one or the one with arrows? Why? 

8. Was it anything that could have been better?  

9. (If yes) how would that have been better?  

10. Would you consider using this application in your everyday life? 

 

  



The 3D layer experiment 

 

Observation 

 

1. How is the person holding the phone? 

2. Is the person focusing more on the screen or the surrounding? 

3. Do the person have problems with focusing on the surrounding at the same time as 

navigating with the phone? 

4. Do the person manage to accomplish the task to navigate from position A to position 

B? 

5. What complications appears when the person attempts to navigate from position A to 

position B? 

6. Is there a difference in how well the person operates the application the first and the 

second time?  

 

Interview 

 

1. Did you experience any differences between the first and the second test? 

2. (If yes) What difference did you experience? 

3. Was it easier the first or the second time, or where they equally difficult? 

4. (If yes) Why was it easier/harder?  

5. During the first round, a filter was used to enhance the arrows. Did you notice this?  

6. The filter enhanced the arrows by blurring the details around them. Did you notice 

this? 

7. Would you consider using this application in your everyday life? 

8. How did it feel to walk holding up the phone in front of you? 

9. What was good/bad with the application? 

10. Was it easy to understand how to operate the application? 

11. What was easy/difficult with operating the application? 
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